Background: Awake craniotomy is currently the gold standard for aggressive tumor resections in eloquent cortex. However, a significant subset of patients is unable to tolerate this procedure, particularly the very young or old or those with psychiatric comorbidities, cardiopulmonary comorbidities, or obesity, among other conditions. In these cases, typical alternative procedures include biopsy alone or subtotal resection, both of which are associated with diminished surgical outcomes. Case Description: Here, we report the successful use of a preoperatively obtained resting state functional connectivity magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) integrated with intraoperative neuronavigation software in order to perform functional cortical mapping in the setting of an aborted awake craniotomy due to loss of airway.
BACKGROUND
The goal of an awake craniotomy for tumor resection is to remove as much pathologic tissue as possible while preserving cortical structures subserving functions such as speech and motor control. [1, 7, 16, 17, 21, 38] In some cases, however, patients may not be able to tolerate an awake craniotomy, leading to biopsy alone or subtotal resection. Imaging advances including task-based functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [8, 15, 24] and more recently, resting state functional connectivity MRI [19, 22, 44] have provided useful information regarding the anatomic relationships between eloquent cortex and an underlying pathologic process. Typically, these advanced imaging modalities are utilized in a presurgical planning capacity with the gold standard for intraoperative functional cortical mapping remaining awake surgical technique with electrocortical stimulation (ECS). [39] Here, we report the successful use of a preoperatively obtained, resting-state functional connectivity MRI integrated into our intraoperative navigation software to guide aggressive resection after an aborted awake craniotomy due to the loss of the patient's airway making formal stimulation mapping impossible. Though preoperative imaging has been previously used in conjunction with ECS during awake neurosurgical procedures, [23, 26, 35, 37] this account represents the first reported successful use of resting-state fMRI obtained preoperatively for functional cortical mapping as a secondary salvage maneuver when stimulation is not possible.
CASE DESCRIPTION

Clinical history and physical examination
Our patient was a 57-year-old right-handed gentleman with a remote history of colon cancer who presented with increasing headache frequency and severity with new onset complex partial seizures. MRI identified a left posterior frontotemporal tumor suggestive of a high-grade glioma [ Figure 1 ]. Given the lesion's proximity to both speech and motor cortex the patient was offered an awake craniotomy integrated with intraoperative stereotactic navigation including tractography as well as electrophysiology and evoked potentials for speech and motor mapping to facilitate maximal safe surgical resection which he elected to proceed with.
Surgical procedure
The patient was placed in the three-quarter lateral position exposing the left side for craniotomy. He was mildly sedated with remifentanil and midazolam by the anesthesia team for surgical exposure. Supraorbital and posterior occipital nerve blocks were performed prior to fixing his head in an MRI compatible Mayfield cranial fixation device (Integra Life Sciences, Plainsboro NJ, USA). A circumferential field block was then performed, and the patient's head was coregistered with the intraoperative stereotactic navigation system (StealthStation, Medtronic, Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA). Following coregistration, the surgical team was notified by anesthesia that the patient was vomiting and had aspirated, and they would need to place an endotracheal tube to protect the patient's airway moving forward. At this juncture, the following options were considered: Aborting the procedure, proceeding with biopsy alone or proceeding with surgical resection based on previously integrated preoperative resting state functional connectivity MRI.
The patient's preoperative resting state functional connectivity MRI suggested that there was a corridor through the parietal lobe that would allow for surgical resection without damage to adjacent eloquent cortex [ Figures 2 and 3 ]. This option would provide the survival benefit of maximal surgical resection [4, 5, 28, 29] in addition to obtain tissue for a pathologic diagnosis. The decision was made to proceed with surgical resection based on preoperative resting state functional imaging, the methods, and validity of which have been previously published. [22] Following surgical exposure, stereotactic navigation was again used to confirm the optimal gyrus from which to access the tumor [ Figure 4 ]. A corticectomy was made in the selected gyrus, and the tumor margin was encountered deeply using a combination of sharp and blunt dissection. Upon arrival at the presumed tumor, stereotactic navigation was again used for confirmation. A peripheral margin was defined circumferentially around the tumor until the deep aspect of the tumor was reached. This portion appeared to involve the posterior aspect of the insular pia. Tumor resection proceeded uneventfully with periodic use of stereotactic confirmation of our resection margins as they related to eloquent pathways including cortical activations by resting state fMRI and en passage white matter fiber tracts by tractography. An intraoperative MRI was obtained demonstrating a small area of residual enhancement within the anterior resection cavity. Following the merger of this intraoperatively obtained imaging, it was recognized that this represented the portion of the tumor immediately abutting language cortex as identified on preoperative functional imaging [ Figure 5 ]. Given this proximity to the eloquent cortex and our inability to obtain interactive language mapping with our patient, the risk of further resection was believed to outweigh its benefits and surgery concluded. The patient awoke without difficulty and demonstrated no language or motor deficits postoperatively.
CONCLUSION
Since its introduction in the 1990s, task-based fMRI has shown tremendous potential as an adjunctive tool to delineate areas of eloquent cortex for preoperative planning. [13] The benefits of task-based fMRI include its noninvasive technique and its ability to demonstrate task-related brain activity in individuals [27, 40, 41] but it also has certain limitations such as potentially long data acquisition times and the requirement that the patient be awake, interactive and cooperative during task performance. [25, 34] These requirements have limited its application to patients with altered mental status, children, and the elderly in particular. More recently, resting state functional connectivity MRI has addressed some of these limitations by making use of spontaneous BOLD fluctuations that are present independent of tasks. [11] This allows more broad application to both functional mapping and preoperative planning. [34, 44] Using previously described postprocessing imaging techniques, network connectivity can be readily defined using this resting state imaging modality. [12, 22] Currently, the gold standard for mapping eloquent cortex for neurosurgical procedures involves ECS testing during an awake craniotomy. [27] This technique requires patients to remain cooperative and interactive through the entirety of both the mapping and resection portions of a surgical procedure. These requirements as well as the possibility of intraoperative seizures or respiratory complications can limit this technique's efficacy overall. Intraoperative seizures can occur in 3-18% of awake craniotomies and respiratory complications may occur in up to 15-24% of awake craniotomies. [9, 20, [31] [32] [33] 36] These and other complications can require the cessation of the awake portion of the procedure, limiting the extent of resection of a patient's tumor as it relates to functional cortex. In addition, to its limited success rate, only a subset of patients with pathologies that would benefit from an awake neurosurgical procedure are deemed to be candidates for such a technique. Baseline characteristics that would limit one's suitability for an awake procedure would include very young or old age, psychiatric comorbidities, cardiopulmonary comorbidities or obesity, among others. [2, 6, 10, 14, 30, 31] Given these limitations, alternative mapping techniques could increase the number of patients who would be candidates for aggressive tumor resections despite tumor location within or adjacent to eloquent cortex. Preoperative fMRI has been extensively compared to intraoperative ECS, generally with favorable results. [3, 18, 22] Lehéricy et al. report successful task-based fMRI mapping of 92% of sites that were positive under intraoperative ECS, [18] and Bizzi et al. report high sensitivity and specificity of task-based fMRI in mapping motor and language functions. [3] However, caution should be exercised interpreting findings from these advanced imaging techniques in the setting of an infiltrative tumor as neurovascular uncoupling, and other tumor-induced effects can impact the measured BOLD signal used for both task-based and resting-state fMRI. [34, 40, 42, 43] Nevertheless, as evidenced by this case, advanced imaging techniques including integrated resting state functional connectivity MRI may be a viable alternative for patients who are not deemed candidates for an awake procedure or who are poorly tolerant of an awake procedure as in the case of our patient. Awake resection will remain the gold standard for management of eloquently located pathologies but for those patients who cannot undergo an awake procedure for any reason; we report a suitable alternative option to maximize tumor resection.
In conclusion, preoperative resting state functional connectivity MRI is a viable alternative for the management of eloquently located brain tumors when an awake craniotomy isn't feasible or is poorly tolerated. Since resting state functional connectivity, MRI is both noninvasive and nonparticipatory, it is more broadly applicable than both task-based fMRI and awake ECS for mapping of the functional cortex. Its use for this purpose would allow tumor resections within eloquent cortex to be performed under a wider variety of circumstances. This, in turn, could lead to improved neurosurgical outcomes. The successful resection of our patient's left temporoparietal high-grade glioma using integrated preoperative fMRI instead of awake cortical stimulation in the setting of an aborted awake craniotomy supports the use of preoperatively acquired resting state functional connectivity MRI as an effective alternative to an awake cortical mapping.
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